
Chapter 6: Firms and Production

 "Hard work never killed anybody, but why take a chance?" C. McCarthy

 Challenge: Labor Productivity During Recessions?

 Will productivity rise or fall during a recession?

6.1 The Ownership and Management of Firms

 Firm - an organization that converts inputs such as labor, capital into outputs

 Private, Public, and Nonprofit Firms

 Private Sector - firms owned by individuals or non-governmental entities whose

owners try to earn a profit; usually contributes the most to a country's GDP

 Public Sector - firms owned by government agencies

 Nonprofit Sector - organizations neither government-owned nor intended to earn a

profit

 The Ownership of Private Firms

 The ownership basically means who is liable for the firm's debts

 Sole Proprietorship - firms owned by a single individual who is personally liable

 General Partnership - businesses jointly owned and controlled by two or more

people who are personally liable for the debts

 Corporations - owned by share holders who elect a board of directors who then

usually hire managers to oversee firm operations

 In this case, shareholders are not personally liable for the debts

 Limited Liability - condition whereby the personal assets of the owners of the

corporation cannot be taken to pay a debt if the firm goes into bankruptcy

 Large firms tend to be corporations; small firms are often sole proprietorships

 The Management of Firms

 In larger firms, corporations, owners, managers, and supervisors are all decision

makers

 This can lead to a conflict of interest, if managers want to pursue personal gains

 For now, we assume the owner is the manager and ignore the potential conflicts

 What Owners Want

 "Organized crime in America takes in over $40 billion a year and spends very

little on office supplies" W. Allen

 A firm's profit is the difference between its revenue and its cost:

� = � − �

 Typically, we say that � = � �

 The most important objective for most firms is to maximize profits

 Efficient Production (or technological efficiency) - situation in which the current

level of output cannot be produced with fewer inputs, given existing knowledge

about technology and the organization of production

 Efficient Production is a necessary condition but not a sufficient condition to

ensure that profit is maximized



6.2 Production

 A firm uses technology to turn inputs into output

 Most of the inputs are either capital (K), labor (L), or materials (M)

 Outputs can be either services or physical products

 Production Functions

 Production Function - the relationship between the quantities of inputs used and

the maximum quantity of output that can be produced, given current knowledge

� = � (� , � )

 These functions only show the maximum outputs that can be produced by a certain

level of inputs, because nobody cares about inefficient production

 Time and the Variability of Inputs

 Short Run - period of time so that at least one factor or production remains fixed

 Fixed Input - an input that cannot be varied in the short run

 Variable Input - input that can be changed readily by the firm in the short run

 Long Run - lengthy enough period of time where all inputs can be varied

 Labor and capital can be either fixed or variable depending on the specific

situation

6.3 Short-Run Production: One Variable and One Fixed Input

 In the short-run, the firm's production function is:

� = � (� , � � )

 Total Product

 To show how extra workers affect the total product, we use two additional

concepts: marginal product of labor and the average product of labor

 Marginal Product of Labor

 Marginal Product of Labor (� � � ) - the change in total output result from using an

extra unit of labor

 Average Product of Labor

 Average Product of Labor (� � � ) - the ratio of output, q, to the number of workers,

L; � � = � / �

 Graphing the Product Curves

 The average product of labor reaches a peak where the marginal product of labor

crosses it

 The average product of labor for L workers equals the slope of a straight line from

the origin to a point on the total product curve for L workers

 The marginal product is the slope of a straight line that is tangent to the total

output at a given point

 Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns

 Law of diminishing marginal returns - if a firm keeps increasing one output,

holding all others and technology constant, output will become smaller eventually

 Note the difference between diminishing marginal returns and diminishing returns



 A second fallacy is to claim that MP must fall if we increase an input without

requiring that technology and other inputs stay constant - see Malthus

 Application: Malthus and the Green Revolution

 Today, the output of a US farmer is 215% of that of a worker just 50 years ago

 Dr Borlaug and the Green Revolution in the 1960s

6.4 Long-Run Production: Two Variable Inputs

 "Eternity is a terrible thought. I mean, where's it going to end?"

 Isoquants

 Isoquants - a curve that shows the efficient combinations of labor and capital that

can produce a single (iso) level of output (quantity)

 An equation of an isoquant where output is held constant is:

� � = � (� , � )

 We can use isoquants to show what happens in the short-run when capital is fixed

 Isoquants have most of the same properties as indifference curves; these properties

rely on the assumption that firms produce efficiently

 The farther the isoquant from the origin, the greater the level of output

 Isoquants do not cross (because of the efficiency assumption)

 Isoquants slope downward (and they must be thin, obviously)

 If the two inputs are perfect substitutes, the isoquants would be straight lines

 Sometimes it is impossible to substitute one input for another - these production

functions are called fixed-proportions production function

 Application: A Semiconductor Integrated Circuit Isoquant

 Substituting Inputs

 The slope of an isoquant is called the marginal technical rate of substitution

(MTRS):
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 The decline in the MRTS along an isoquant as the firm increases labor illustrates

diminishing marginal rates of technical substitution

 With perfect substitutes, the MRTS is constant, because neither good becomes

more valuable as its quantity increase

 To keep output constant, the fall in output from reducing capital must exactly

equal the increase in output from increasing labor:
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6.5 Returns to Scale

 How much does output change if a firm increases all inputs proportionately?

 Constant, Increasing, and Decreasing returns to Scale

 Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) - property of a function whereby when all inputs

are increased by a certain %, output increases by the same %



 Increasing Returns to Scale (IRS) - when a % increase in all inputs leads to a

larger % increase in outputs

 For example, combining two plants into one large one may increase efficiency

because the firm may now use specialized machines

 Decreasing Returns to Scale (DRS) - output rises less than in proportion to an

equal % ↑ in all inputs 

 Difficulty of organizing, coordinating and integrating activities

 If we have the C-D Production Function � = � � � � � , one interpretation is that

� = � + �  is the elasticity; when all inputs ↑ 1%, output increases � %

 Application: Returns to Scale in US Manufacturing

 DRS: tobacco, food, transportation equipment

 CRS: apparel, furniture, electronic equipment

 IRS: paper, petroleum, primary metal

 Varying Returns to Scale

 Many production functions have IRS at low outputs, CRS at medium outputs and

DRS at high outputs

 When a firm is small, it may experiences returns to specialization when it

increases labor and capital

6.6 Productivity and Technical Change

 Because of differences in organization and management, a fixed amount of inputs may

yield different amounts of outputs in different firms

 Relative Productivity

 Even if all firms produce as efficiently as possible, that doesn't mean they have to

be equally productive

 Relative Productivity - ration of a firms output, q, as a % of the output that the

most productive firm could have produced, q* : 100
�

� ∗

 In US manufacturing, average productivity ranges between 63% and 99%

 Differences in competition matter

 Innovations

 "Maximum number of miles that Ford's most fuel-efficient 2003 car could

drive/gallon: 36. Maximum number its 1912 Model T could: 35"

 Technical Progress - an advance in knowledge that allows more output to be

produced with the same level of inputs

 If, due to technical progress a firm can now produce 10% more output with the

same inputs, the production function would be:

� = 1.1 � (� , � )

 This is called neutral technical change - more output; same input ratio

 It does not change the shapes of the isoquants



 Non-neutral Technical Change innovations that alter the proportion in which

inputs are used

 Here, technical progress changes the shapes of the isoquants

 Organization changes may also alter the production function and increase output

produced with a given amount of inputs

 Examples King C. Gillette using automated production techniques in 1904

 Henry Ford introduced interchangeable parts and the conveyor belt - 1900s

 Application: Tata Nano's Technical and Innovations

 Making very cheap cars in India through organizational innovations and

simplifying materials needed

 Challenge Solution: Labor Productivity During Recessions

 Depends on the number of workers relative to available capital

 In many US industries, layoff actually lead to increased labor productivity - this

reduces the impact of recessions on output

 European firms have 305 less employment volatility than the US

 In the short-term, recessions may be more damaging to a Japanese or European

firm than to a comparable US firm; however, keeping good workers may be a

good long0run policy for both the firm and the workers


